Wind shear exponent plays a significant part in the assessment of wind resources and load calculation in wind turbine design. Accurate evaluation of wind shear d istribution lays a solid foundation for series of works on the early stage of wind farm develop ment. However, it is challenging to precisely fit the wind shear exponent, especially its distribution, since it is variable with time, location, roughness, height, atmospheric stability, etc. In this paper, a new method for modeling wind shear exponent is proposed considering separate wind speed range. Moreover, for the sake of practical application, the calculation method for wind shear is presented by projection fro m measurement height to hub height. First, the variat ion laws of wind shear exponent with different time scale, height and spatial scale are revealed based on measured data from a wind farm installing two met masts. And then, the appropriate mathematical model is established to fit the temporal-spatial distribution discip line in a wind farm. To take a wind farm as examp le, the proposed model is validated by cross verification of two met masts. The results show that the wind shear exponent at one met mast can be projected by the lin ks with wind shear distribution at other masts. The proposed method provides more accurate way for data interpolation of met mast data, wind resource assessment and wind turbine load calculation.
Introduction
It is economically significant for wind farm developer to accurately evaluate the wind resources [1] . An appropriate evaluation of wind shear exponent is one of the most basic targets for wind resource assessment [2] . In feasibility research, the output power of wind turbines is estimated based on the wind speed and wind direction at hub height. In fact, it is difficult for wind measurement equip ment to meet the requirement of wind turbine installation [3, 4] . Therefo re, the wind shear exponent is needed to calculate the wind speed at hub height. Accurate estimate of wind shear exponent can provide with scientific assessment of wind resources, and economical management of investment for expensive wind measurement devices (for examp le, met mast with higher measurement height or radar), and hence great reduction of wind power project cost [5] . Moreover, it enhances the computational accuracy of blade load under different operational conditions. This will help to ensure the security of blade operation due to the fact that when the wind shear exponent increases, the torque fluctuation that blades bears with will increase as well even if the average torque might stay steadily [6] . More importantly, it will extend the lifespan of blades and improve the electricity quality if the reliable and accurate wind shear is taken into consideration in wind turbine design and control system [7] .
Wind shear exponent bears a variable nature with the changes of time scale, location, roughness, height and atmospheric stability [8] [9] [10] . Therefore, it is of necessity to know the variability law of wind shear exponent with various external factors in detail. To take a wind farm with two met masts as case study, the changing discipline of wind shear exponent with different t ime, height and special scale is revealed. Based on this, a mathematical model is proposed to fit the spatial-temporal distribution of wind shear in wind farm with different influential situations. In the case study, the measured data fro m two met masts are used to cross examine the computational results fro m the proposed model. The results show that the proposed method is capable of providing accurate estimates of wind shear exponent in a reliable and practical way, which lays a solid foundation for wind assessment and wind turbine design.
Wind shear exponent

Definiti ons of wi nd shear exponent
Wind speed varies dramat ically along with the height, especially on surface layer. Th is vertical variat ion stems fro m the influence of dynamic factor and thermal factor. Dynamic effect is the result of frict ional effect of ground, that is, roughness, while the thermal factor is the result of the relationship between atmospheric stability and wind profile [11] . When the atmospheric state is neutral, the turbulence will develop with fully dependence on dynamic factor. Under this situation, the vertical variation o f the wind co mplies with the empirical Prandtl equation as follo w [12] . Assumed that mixing length has a simp le exponential relationship with height, the power lo w could be derived as:
Where, 1 u and 2 u is the wind speed at the height of 1 z and 2 z , respectively; α is wind shear exponent. Fro m equation (2), the formula of wind shear exponent could be derived as：
Influencing factors of wind shear exponent
Wind shear exponent changes sensitively with the atmospheric stability. Simu ltaneously, the wind profile changes as well. The necessity to consider atmospheric stability in modeling of wind shear exponent is obvious. The revised equation of wind profile is as follow [13] .
Where, ϕ is the stability function: ϕ is a negative value when the atmospheric stability is stable, and ϕ is a positive value when the atmospheric stability is stable, while ϕ is equals to zero when the atmospheric stability is neutral.
Based on the Monin-Obuknov similarity theory [14] and other relevant works, the empirical equation of wind shear exponent was presented with roughness and atmospheric stability parameters by Panofsky and Dutton [15] . Apart from the influence fro m at mospheric stability, the shape of wind profile and the value of wind shear exponent will also be changed with time, space and roughness. For example, when the wind flo ws along the hills, cliffs or ridge etc., wind might accelerate at some layer, which results in different wind shear exponent at some height [16] .
Study on wind shear exponent
To take a wind farm with t wo met masts as examp le, the laws of temporal-spatial variation are analy zed and fitted, the results of which are the foundation of wind resource assessment and load calculation.
Wind condi tions of wind farm
To take a wind farm in China as case, there are t wo met masts with anemo meters at 70m, 50m, 30m and 10m, and they are referred as 1# and 2# respectively. The wind rose map and wind speed distribution of 70m are shown in Figure 1 -4 based on the data from two met mast. 
Yearl y and diurnal variati on of wi nd shear exponent
The cut-in and cut-off wind speed of wind turb ine is 3m/s and 25m/s in general. For the sake of practicality, the wind speed data below 3m/s and beyond 25m/s are eliminated in this case. The equation (3) is used to calculate the wind shear exponent of six height intervals that are70/50m，70/ 30m，70/10m， 50/ 30m，50/ 10m，30/10m. Both the monthly average value and hourly average values are obtained to reveal the yearly variation and diurnal variat ion, as shown in Figure5-6. As shown in Figure 5 -6, the variat ion trends of two met masts are generally the same in a year and a day, wh ile the numerical values are different. Specifically, the wind shear exponent at 2# met mast appears larger than that of 1# met mast at each time slot. Th is indicates that the wind shear exponent changes with temporal-spatial scale.
Considering monthly trend, wind shear exponent in June and July is the lowest one due to the highest mean temperature; while wind shear exponent in November to February reaches its peak because of the coldest weather. As for diurnal basis analysis, wind shear exponent generally stays at the bottom at 11:00 to 14:00; wh ile fro m 22:00 to 6:00 wind shear appears a bit larger. The reason is that atmospheric stability varies with seasons, temperature or other meteorological factors, while the wind profile simu ltaneously fluctuates with. Solar radiation with high-strength always tends to induce instable atmosphere and the mix among d ifferent at mosphere layers is intensified. Therefore, the wind speeds at different vertical layers are leveled off, wh ich results in small wind shear exponent. Less intensive radiation or even no rad iation at night cause less mix among layers and mo re stable atmosphere. Therefore, the wind speed dramatically increases with vertical height and hence the wind shear exponent is enlarged.
Calcul ating wi nd shear exponent according to wind profile
A scatter diagram is drawn according to the average wind speed of each height. And then the scatter is fitted by an exponential relationship, which is shown in Figure 7 . 
Wind shear exponent in di fferent wind speed range
The shape of wind profile would be affected by at mospheric stability, roughness, time, etc. And then the wind speed variation at different vert ical layers. Therefore, it is significant to study the variation of wind shear exponent in different wind speed range. The wind shear exponents in different wind speed range are obtained. Integral wind speed represents the upper and lower 0.5m/s wind speed range, as shown in Figure 8 . With the increase of wind speed, wind shear exponent gradually decrease. In some extreme cases, the wind shear exponent appears to be negative when wind speed is very large. The main reason why the wind shear exponents at two met masts are different is stemming fro m the roughness. The statistical analysis show that the wind shear exponent are at the maximu m value when wind speed within 5.5-6.5m/s.
Wind shear exponent in di fferent wind directi on range
Apart from wind speed, the wind direction is also an important influencing factor. In this paper, the whole direction range is divided into 16 segments, with 22.5°for each segment. How the wind shear exponent varies with wind direction is shown in Figure 9 . range. The variation with wind direction is not evident as that of with wind speed, and the consistency of two met masts turns to be lower. Both phenomena indicate that the wind direction has minor influence on wind shear exponent. So the wind direction is eliminated fro m the fo llo wing model process and analysis for temporal-spatial d istribution law.
Wind shear exponent of di fferent height interval
Wind shear exponent is obtained fro m the wind speed at two heights. Then, the corresponding wind shear exponent might be different for d ifferent height intervals. In practical implementation of wind resource assessment, the wind speed at hub height needs to be extrapolated by wind speed at reference height. So, it is easy to aware of the importance for selecting the reference height for the sake of better evaluation. In this section, the influence fro m height interval is discussed based on data collected fro m two met masts and six intervals that are 1.4(70/50m), 1.7(50/30m), 2.3(70/ 30m), 3(30/ 10m), 5 (50/10m)and 7(70/ 10m), are selected to calculate the corresponding wind shear exponent. In this way, the relationship between wind shear exponent and height interval can be drawn out as shown in Figure 10 . Table 1-2 shows several statistical exponents of wind shear exponent with above 6 height intervals as average, deviation factor, ma ximu m and min imu m. Table 1 , the wind speeds at 70m height are extrapolated fro m different reference heights and root mean square error (RMSE) of extrapolation is presented. It is shown that RMSE for 50m reference height gets minimu m value among tests for both met masts data. It is concluded that the closer the reference height selected to the hub height, the better the extrapolation accuracy is.
In Table 2 , RMSE of extrapolat ion fro m 50m to 70m with different wind shear exponents is presented. The results from two met masts show that the extrapolation performance is the best when the wind shear exponent, calculated by measurement data of 30m and 50m, is used to extrapolate 70m wind speed based on a pre-settled reference height. In Table 2 , the comp rehensive wind shear exponent fitted in part 2.3 is also used to extrapolate wind speed at 70m height. The extrapolation accuracy for both met masts data is worse than other rows. Therefore, the ext rapolation accuracy used comprehensive wind shear exponent is lower than other exponents which are calculated with different height intervals.
To sum up, reference height should be selected as closer to the hub height as possible. Likewise, wind shear exponent should also be calculated with data at very neighboring height to improve performance. In table 3 and table 4 , the deviation factors, standard deviation, maximu m and minimu m of wind shear exponent in different height intervals are listed. As shown in tables, almost all the deviation factors are above 1. A mong these, the maximu m is 2.27, which is calculated based on 1# met mast in 1.7 height interval. And it ranks the second in 2# met mast, is 1.55. Hence, though the effect of height interval was considered legitimately, the calculated results of wind shear exponent may not accurate. The influence of wind speed range was taken into consideration based on former reason. Wind shear exponent in different height intervals under different wind speed range was calculated in this paper,taking the wind speed range of 7.5-8.5m/s as an examp le, the performance was well improved, shown as Figure 5- Table 6 : Wind shear exponent in different height intervals calculated fro m the data with wind speed between 7.5m/s and 8.5 m/s of 2# met mast. Wind shear exponent varies with t ime, p lace, roughness and atmospheric conditions from the above analysis. In terms of yearly variat ion, wind shear exponent in winter is larger than that in summer, wh ile fro m the perspective of diurnal variation, the night wind shear exponent performances larger. Fro m the spatial scale, the higher the wind speed, the smaller the wind shear exponent is; and the difference of wind shear exponent recedes with the increase of height intervals. To sum up, selecting the adjacent height as reference height, using the wind shear exponent obtained by adjacent heights interval both can be good improvements to extrapolate results
Study on fitting temporal-spatial distribution of wind shear exponent
Data interpolat ion is a very important part in wind resources assessment. A wind farm in general, contains more than one met mast, usually two or three. Keeping an eye on the temporal-spatial distribution of wind shear exponent can do help in data interpolation and replacement between measured data of different met masts.
Since wind shear exponent is not sensitive to wind d irection fro m the previous analysis, the influence of wind direction would be ignored in the process of fitting. In order to obtain wind shear exponent of different locations at one point, wind shear exponent in different wind speed range of 1# met mast would be used to fit the wind shear exponent in corresponding wind speed range of 2# met mast, the result is shown as follows. Where, x is wind shear exponent, calculated with measured data in the vary wind speed range of 1# met mast, while y is fitted wind shear exponent in corresponding wind speed range of 2# met mast. And the fitted wind shear exponent of 1# met mast could be obtained by inversing equation (6) .
Measured wind shear exponent of 1# and 2# met mast would be used to calculate fitted wind shear exponent of 2# and 1# met mast, respectively, as shown in Figure 12 Table 7 : Correlation coefficient of fitting wind shear exponent. In Table 7 , correlat ion coefficient of each fitting results including wind speed range, diurnal variation, yearly variation and height interval are drawn in Figure12-15 . The results validate the reliab ility and precision of the proposed method because all the correlat ion coefficients are over 0.9. The fitting of height interval is the best among these factors, which are all over 0.98.
Conclusion
In this paper, the variation laws of wind shear exponent with different height, temporal-spatial scale are revealed based on data collected fro m a wind farm installed two met masts.
With the above analysis, a new method is proposed to fit the distribution of wind shear exponent at different locations. Several conclusions are drawn as follows. 1. The principle for selecting reference height and wind shear exponent is proposed during extrapolat ing wind speed at different heights. Considering the effects of roughness and surrounding topology, wind shear exponent varies a lot from one height interval to another. Therefore, selecting the adjacent height as reference height, using the wind shear exponent obtained by adjacent heights interval both can be good improvements to extrapolate results. 2. A new method for calculat ing wind shear exponent is proposed based on separate wind speed range. Integral wind speed represents the upper and lower 0.5m/s wind speed range. Firstly, calcu late wind shear exponent of adjacent heights in each wind speed range, and then decide the corresponding extrapolat ion wind speed range and wind shear exponent by reference height wind speed. All these works can improve extrapolat ion accuracy well. 3. In terms of yearly variat ion, wind shear exponent in winter is higher than that in summer. As for diurnal variation, wind shear exponent at night is higher than that during day. From the space scale perspective, wind shear exponent increases with the growth of wind speed, while wind shear exponent turns to be less apparent with larger height interval. 4. Wind direction has less sensitivity towards wind shear exponent, that is to say, there is no big d istinction among wind shear exponents within different wind direct ion.
